
Duty hours have been set in place
to protect the residents but more

importantly to protect patients from
resident fatigue. Unfortunately,
young residents may sometimes be
judged as “not dedicated” by older
physicians who may occasionally
use the line, “When I was your age,
we used to...”. Recently, concerns
were raised that residents are no
longer getting enough experience in
the hospital setting. When you step
back and look at the big picture,
medicine will always follow the laws
of supply and demand. When a doc-
tor, procedure, or study is needed,
residents will step in and fill that
gap. Inherently, physicians are a
competitive lot, and competition for
fellowship and chief positions tends
to push residents to work even
harder. Medicine tends to attract
type-A personalities. Physicians like
to make their own decisions and
never want to work under a boss. 

Unfortunately, the new work
hours set by the ACGME need to
apply to a huge array of personalities
and medical positions. The work
hours will apply to the neurosur-
geons who do one procedure for 9
hours a day and to the dermatolo-
gists who see one patient every ten
minutes. Given help from our pro-
gram with scheduling, residents
have been able to stay within the
work hour constraints with little diffi-
culty. Our biggest challenge has
been to follow the “ten-hour” stay-
at-home rule between shifts. 

On the whole, I believe that the
change in duty hours has not been
detrimental to residency education
and patient care. Working at a large
hospital, there is “no limit” to the
number of admissions we receive

while others choose more of a busi-
ness style to making money in out-
patient practices.

I personally have not encoun-
tered the “Cinderella effect.” My
wife knows that if I tell her that my
shift ends at 6 pm, I could easily re-
turn home at 9 pm. We do work
shifts, but patient safety has priority.
As a senior resident, I will not go
home until my work and both my in-
terns’ work is complete. It is a
group effort, and when the attend-
ing, resident, and interns share the
work load, the job tends to get done
on time. Patient safety always gets
precedence, and I have never seen
a resident walk away from his duty
to meet hourly requirements. Tech-
nological advancement has drasti-
cally improved physicians’ efficiency.
In the time it used to take a resident
to flip through a medical chart in the
90s, a resident can now check four
e-mail accounts, refill medications
for all his/her clinic patients in the
clinic, and review labs and radiology
images. The recent improvement in
resident work times has created a
better learning environment. No
learning was ever done at morning
report after a 30-hour shift. Resi-
dents are now more awake, more
attentive, and are generally in a 
better mood. Just like at any job,
employee satisfaction should be a
hospital’s priority, and ACGME is
protecting residents from being 
exploited with its new “wellness” 
programs. 

The new duty hour reforms have
changed the face of medical educa-
tion. Now it is time for medical edu-
cation to change to fit the new
generation.
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per day. It is not the resident’s job to
do “scut work” and admit as many
patients as possible for a hospital to
meet its monetary goals. With fewer
patients, more time is spent thinking
about each patient, and more time is
spent teaching during rounds. 

Recently, there has been a big
controversy on overworking NCAA
college athletes for free as universi-
ties cash in on the millions of dollars
these young athletes generate. Simi-
larly, the medical community is start-
ing to realize that working young
residents for the benefit of the hos-
pital and to lower the work burden
on attendings is not a viable option.
All across the country, hospitals (in-
cluding ours) have been forced to
develop non-teach hospitalist ser-
vices to meet the new patient work-
loads and abide by the new resident
work hour regulations. 

The days of resident doctors 
“residing” in hospitals are over. Res-
idents have long been the lowest-
paid employees in the entire job
market with respect to the time
spent training and the length of edu-
cation received. Not every resident
wants to cure HIV in Africa. Resi-
dents look outside the mold to pur-
sue interests other than making
money. Some residents aim for
medical positions that involve large
amounts of time off—like the newly
created “week on/week off” hospi-
talist schedules. This allows them to
pursue careers on the side or be-
come a stay-at-home parents for half
of the year. In the past, all doctors
were expected to be healers, schol-
ars, educators, and scientists.
Today’s physicians do not necessar-
ily conform to these molds. Some
physicians choose to be academic,
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